All American
Athletic Lockers
are preferred all over America

Better Ventilation... heavy diamond mesh on three sides provides maximum circulation of air... speeds up drying time... eliminates offensive locker-room odors, and the need for a separate drying room.

Greater Strength... heavy gauge steel, electrically welded at seams and joints assures a lifetime of service... outlasts conventional lockers three to one!

Baked Enamel Finish... lockers finished in any color, according to customer's color sample and specifications supplied with order.

Three Point Locking Device... exclusive with All-American lockers, provides greater sturdiness and eliminates the possibility of theft.

Greater Adaptability... Available in 1, 2 or 3 locker units for back-to-back or single row installation... full or half length... in 4 standard models, or special sizes to meet your needs.

New... "All American" GYM Locker

Our new Gym Locker provides three times as much equipment storage space as a gym basket... insures better drying, and eliminates handling and replacement problems experienced with baskets.

Standard unit (shown at left) has 18 compartments with ventilated sides & fronts... each 18"w x 10"d x 12"h... with sturdy slide-latch doors and provisions for locks. Equipped with legs for single row or back-to-back installation. Also available with frame base holding two 18 compartment units back-to-back, equipped with casters. Overall height (with legs) 78"; overall height (without legs) 73". Approximate shipping wt. per 18 compartment unit 320 lbs.

Supplied with baked enamel finish per customer's color sample... in solid colors or two-tone.

De Bourgh
Manufacturing Company
2924 - 27th Ave. South
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Send Coupon below for complete information and descriptive literature

De-Bourgh Manufacturing Company
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Name
School
Address
City
State

I'd like to know more about your All-American Athletic Lockers
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Asphalt Mulch Gives Fine Results on Akron Merion Blue Project

By BILL LYONS
Supt., Firestone CC, Akron, O.

Last July we had a seeding job to do on a very windy spot adjacent to the parking lot at our club. We decided that a straw mulch was out of the question. For one thing it is quite messy. And, it's something of a fire hazard, too. So, we had to select some other type of mulch for the 10,000 sq. ft. that were to be planted to Merion blue.

A few months before, I had read where someone in Oklahoma had experimented with asphalt as a mulch and for erosion control when planting seed on banks. A little investigation showed that the name of the material that had been used is Teralas, made by Shell Oil Co. We decided to try it.

We started the planting right in the heart of the crabgrass season. We hoped the black asphalt would inhibit germination of crabgrass seed by shutting off the rays of the sun. Teralas did just that. Not a single blade of crab came up.

Deep Penetration

Before planting, we applied lime and fertilizer and soaked the area to get deep penetration (to 18 ins.). The Merion was applied at 1 lb. per 1,000 sq. ft. It took less than 50 gals. of Teralas to cover the plot. The material was applied with a 15 gal. sprayer, powered by a 1 hp motor. At first, we had a little trouble with clogging, but soon found that this can be overcome by heating the asphalt.

The film of asphalt applied was no thicker than a sheet of paper. After a month the asphalt could no longer be detected.

The results were gratifying. We got a perfect, weed-free stand of Merion. It started to come up in 10 days and by September the growth was so thick that the area could be used as an auxiliary parking lot.

As I see it, here are the advantages of using asphalt mulch:
- There is no fire hazard.
- Erosion can be controlled.
- Seed germinates faster.
- Grass is kept weed- and crabgrass-free.

WGA Opposes Irresponsible Course Condemnations

Condemnation of golf courses for school sites and other public purposes has been denounced by Harold A. Moore, pres. of Western Golf Assn., as "an easy way out" for officials who are not exploring the availability of adequate and attractive acreage elsewhere.

"It is a source of alarm to WGA and to golf that school and public officials, particularly in the Chicago area, have selected courses as the easiest way of acquiring substantial tracts of land," Moore explained.

The WGA pres. added that there is an acute shortage of golf facilities in the U.S. in light of population growth and the increase in the popularity of golf.

At Moore's behest, Western Golf has adopted a resolution opposing indiscriminate condemnation of all or portions of golf courses for public use which can be served adequately through acquisition of other properties. The resolution urges golf clubs and organizations to bring about public recognition of the evils of this irresponsible trend.

- There's no messy straw to clean up.
- Less seed is required to get good turf.

One small planting, of course, doesn't make a golf course, but I think that the asphalt mulch idea is something other supts. would do well to look into. If they're having trouble getting grass to grow and stick on banks, here would be a good place in which to experiment. When the PGA Championship is played at Firestone in 1960, we will have to do a lot of revamping. Use of asphalt mulch is going to play a big part in this work.

*Bill Lyons reports that on April 18th, he was the guest star on a 30-minute show at KYW-TV, Cleveland, in which homeowners were given tips on lawn care.

RCGA Annual Report

Report of the President of the Royal Canadian Golf Assn. was recently released. It states that membership dues in 1958 reached a record increase of $3,349. Net revenue over expenditures amounted to $4,459, the lowest it has been since 1954. The report touches on the activity of the Assn. tournament committee, Junior promotion and development, the green section committee, public relations and international matches.
When your golf clubs have True Temper shafts, you can play your best game.

Golf club manufacturers...large and small...use True Temper shafts because they are the finest made! Look for these brands on the shafts of the clubs you buy.

**PRO-FIT**
The ultimate in shafts for "custom-grade" clubs...in a full range of flexes. Ask your "pro" to fit you with Pro-Fit shafts and play your very best game.

**ROCKET**
The standard of quality for years—in a full range of flexes for men and women. You'll find the Rocket band on the finest clubs in stores everywhere.

**METEOR**
A medium-flex, high-grade shaft used in clubs for both men and women. Meteor shafts provide fine quality and step-down design at medium prices.

**CENTURY**
This shaft is made in a flex that meets the requirements of both men and women. It provides the True Temper step-down design at popular prices.

**STARMAKER**
A good quality step-down shaft used in woods and irons designed to meet the exact needs of teen-age boys and girls. Helps to develop a better game.

True Temper. Cleveland 15, Ohio.
When Horton comes a'courtin' it's important

In the Spring a young man's fancy lightly turns to thoughts of golf. And that eternal truth, let's face it, is good news for you as well as for Horace L. Horton, Jr.

For you it means customers, clients, pupils — call them what you will. For Horace it means — you. For it is your favor, your friendship, your patronage, that Horace is a'courtin'.

Horace comes a'courtin' with: Sweet-sailing Maxflis, the world's most-inspected, most-respected golf ball. Long-hitting Maxfli woods and irons, carefully crafted by Pedersen with True Temper 'Pro Fit' shafts. Husky and handsome Tufhorse golf bags and accessories, in rich leather, Canvinyl and vinylized duck. All-weather Maxdri Golf Shoes, favored on courses in every climate. New Wright Arch Preserver Golf Shoes, exclusively yours through Dunlop. Ads that show — and sell — the whole line to the thousands of golfers who read Sports Illustrated and the golfing magazines.

Can you think of a better line of reasons to listen when Horton starts a'courtin' you? Same thing applies to the other Dunlop reps, too. Yours is listed below.

DUNLOP TIRE AND RUBBER CORPORATION Sporting Goods Division
500 Fifth Avenue New York 36, N. Y.

Dunlop GOLF BALLS • BAGS CLUBS • SHOES ACCESSORIES
Sold only in Pro Shops

GET THE BIG, EXCITING STORY FROM YOUR DUNLOP REPRESENTATIVE NOW

EASTERN DIVISION
Regional Manager: PAUL GIBBS
500 Fifth Ave.
New York City
Phone: Pennsylvania 6-2682

Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts and Rhode Island
WILLIAM BEARSE
P.O. Box 365
Hyannisport, Mass.
Phone: SP 5-1764

Connecticut, Westchester, Nassau, Suffolk, Bronx and Manhattan, New York
HOWARD FAHEY
19 Ogden Ave.
White Plains, N. Y.
Phone: White Plains 8-7483

Ohio and West Virginia
HARRY HULL
1518 Larchmont Ave.
Lakewood, Ohio
Phone: Lakewood 1-2046

Northern New Jersey, Southeastern New York
WALTER LONG
37-05 80th St.
Jackson Heights 72, N. Y.
Phone: HA 6-2742

New York State, Western Pennsylvania
JACK McCULLOUGH
445 Grove Cleveland Hwy.
Eggertsville, N. Y.
Phone: Parkside 7251

Michigan
CHARLES LEE SMITH, JR.
Apt. 5, 114 Oakdale Ave.
Royal Oak, Mich.
Phone: LI 7-8134

SOUTHERN DIVISION
Regional Manager: O. D. ELLIS R. D. 2
Fairfax, Va.
Phone: CR 3-4543

Northern New Jersey, Southeastern New York
WALTER LONG
37-05 80th St.
Jackson Heights 72, N. Y.
Phone: HA 6-2742

New York State, Western Pennsylvania
JACK McCULLOUGH
445 Grove Cleveland Hwy.
Eggertsville, N. Y.
Phone: Parkside 7251

Michigan
CHARLES LEE SMITH, JR.
Apt. 5, 114 Oakdale Ave.
Royal Oak, Mich.
Phone: LI 7-8134

SOUTHERN DIVISION
Regional Manager: O. D. ELLIS R. D. 2
Fairfax, Va.
Phone: CR 3-4543

Eastern Pennsylvania, Southern N. J., Delaware, Maryland and D. C.
HORACE L. HORTON, JR.
313 Croft Road
North Wales, Pennsylvania
Phone: OX bow 9-7905

North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia & Florida
JIM KANE
1602 Trentwood Pl., N. E.
Brookhaven, Ga.
Phone: ME roose 4-4778

Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama
MISSISSIPPI, Florida, Panhandle
HERB MAY
2677 Burns Ave.
Memphis, Tenn.
Phone: FA 7-1844

MIDWESTERN DIVISION
Regional Manager: COOK and Lake Counties in Illinois
TOM MOORE
2001 Milton Ave.
Northbrook, Ill.
Phone: CR 2-3058
Missouri, Kansas, Nebraska, Western Iowa
AL. BRAAK, JR.
5505 Westwood Dr.
Drs Moines, Iowa
Phone: ATlantic 2-9171

Illinois, Indiana
CHARLES PAPOUSEK
16537 S. Turner
Warkham, Ill.
Phone: EDison 3-3912

Iowa, Minnesota, Northern Michigan, Wisconsin, North and South Dakota
HOWARD RONNING
6 V9 Park Ave.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Phone: UN 6-6944

SOUTHWESTERN REPRESENTATIVE
Oklahoma, Arkansas and parts of Texas and Louisiana
JOSEPH BOLD
5902 Morningside Ave.
Dallas, Texas
Phone: TAYlor 1-0931

PACIFIC COAST DIVISION
Regional Manager: HOWARD KINSEY
565 - 14th Ave.
San Francisco, Calif.
Phone: BAYview 1-3110

Southern California
IRVING CHAPPEl, JR.
350 So. Fuller Ave.
Los Angeles 36, Calif.
Phone: WElbeater 1-2366

Northern California and Northern Nevada
ELIA FOTTRELL
155 Bella Vista Dr.
Hillsborough, Calif.
Phone: Diamond 4-0522

DISTRIBUTORS
Washington, North Central Oregon, Idaho Panhandle, Western Montana
D E & L COMPANY
3455 Thordyke Avenue
Seattle 99, Washington
Phone: ATwater 2-4243

Colorado, Wyoming, New Mexico, Western Nevada, Southeastern Montana
DENVER GOLF & TENNIS CO.
1807 Welton St.
Denver, Colo.
Phone: MAIn 3-4941

Southern Idaho, Southwestern Wyoming, Eastern Nevada, Utah
SHULSEN-DILLON ATHLETIC SUPPLY CO.
149 East Second St., South Salt Lake City, Utah
Phone: EM 3-4561

Arizona, El Paso (Texas) County, West Texas
WILSON-WALZ SPORTING GOODS COMPANY
500 San Francisco Street
El Paso, Texas
Phone: KE 2-5697

T. K. NEWELL DIST., INC.
615 S. W. 2nd Avenue
Miami, Florida
B. F. SCHOEN, Ltd.
Honolulu 1, Hawaii
P.O. Box 3464
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Golf Businessmen Have Chance
To Build New Fortunes

But New Boom Calls for Specialists in Planning, Selling and Management
of Courses and Real Estate

BY HERB GRAFFIS

NEARLY 15 per cent of golf courses being built are tied up with residential area developments.

According to many architects, golf course-residential projects make up about two-thirds of all the golf construction being planned.

Men with very little experience in golf course design and construction are getting into golf-subdivision deals because property owners don't know enough to pay for the economy of competent services. Furthermore, well qualified golf architects and course builders are pretty well crowded with work and won't take on cheap rush jobs. This leaves some openings for the real estate men.

This year a new high will be set in the number of courses in operation in the U. S. There were 5,853 courses in play in April this year and 315 new courses and additions under construction. The previous high of U. S. golf courses were the 5,856 operating in 1930.

Opportunity and Problems

Suddenly, practical heads in golf business and in real estate business are beginning to realize that this golf-real estate combination represents the greatest opportunity that has been presented to the bright professional who is a sound businessman and, possibly also contains the threat of serious problems as the result of poor planning and lack of foresight.

The quick development of many of the golf course-home site projects already has golf businessmen asking these questions:

What's going to happen to the course when the bordering residential sites are sold?

How are selling, operating and maintenance of golf club memberships and the residential properties to be handled.

What tax setup is there for the club and residential properties? If golf club membership is required of lot purchasers, or if club members have to buy lots, what is the federal and local tax obligation? What's the tax situation of the professional (or architect or supt.) who goes into a golf-subdivision deal and takes part of his payment in residential property around the course?

30 Pros In It

There are more than 30 professionals now actively engaged in golf course-residential site enterprises. Some of them, such as Jimmy Hines and Pat Markovich, and the veteran amateur, Johnny Dawson, have been in these operations for years. However, they can't be said to be pioneers for the idea of the golf course as the center of a community development goes back to the '90s when golf business was starting to roll in the United States.

Every few days GOLFDOM and the National Golf Foundation hear from professionals who have become involved in some of the real estate deals that have a golf course nucleus. The inquiries have increased since the Small Business Administration announced in February that its business loans programs would be extended to golf courses. The SBA has had more inquiries about golf course loans than about any other type of recreation loans.

Frequently the golf course-residential site deal gets started by a property owner offering land free to whomever will build a course and give higher value and quick salability to adjacent residential sites. Developers finance construction of courses in their larger subdivisions.

Construction by Membership

If the course is to be built by parties other than the owners of the surrounding residential areas, there are plenty of problems in getting memberships to finance course construction, build the required clubhouse and get legal and tax matters handled so the club will be sound, and buyers of adjacent property won't have any unexpected developments plaguing them with financial, operating or ownership problems as homeowners or club members.

What is being sought in numerous instances is a package deal of organization,
Many SWITCHED over to VICTORS from other brands! Others were adding Model 36 VICTORS to their fleets for the fourth consecutive year. Some were buying golf cars for the first time.

QUESTION: Why do so many Clubs, PGA Pros, Lease Operators and Golfers alike make VICTOR first-choice?
ANSWER: Since 1954, year-in-year-out, VICTORS prove in actual service, that they out-perform, out-distance and out-last other machines. You too can have confidence in VICTOR!

QUESTION: Why is VICTOR so superior?
ANSWER: There is no compromise with quality of product, service or customer relations when you deal with the VICTOR ADDING MACHINE CO. Only VICTOR gives you VICTOR-built-Dyna-Power-Direct-In-Line-Drive plus other features that can't be imitated or duplicated.

QUESTION: Why are so many Clubs SWITCHING over to VICTORS?
ANSWER: VICTOR helps make golf-car-operations a more profitable and happier experience for the club and all the members. Only VICTOR offers FOUR fleet-acquisition plans PLUS fleet-management and fleet-maintenance programs based on the collective NATIONAL experience of 805 Clubs in 44 states.

QUESTION: How can we get VICTOR’S helpful assistance for our Club?
ANSWER: Invite the factory-trained VICTOR dealer or factory-field-representative to meet with you and your committee NOW in advance of the season. He will survey your needs, consult the VICTOR Home Office and present proposals tailored to your requirements. Write today on your Club letterhead!

"Good Ole No. ONE" in Fifth Year of Service!

Everett Leonard, PGA Pro, Butte Des Mortes CC, Appleton, Wisc. bought this FIRST Direct-Drive VICTOR in '55 after it was used in golf course tests in '54 by the factory. He writes, "Good Ole 'ONE' gets constant use. Except for normal battery replacement, maintenance of old 'ONE' cost me only $32.66. This 4-battery VICTOR still makes 27 or more holes over our hills. My newer VICTORS go from 36 to 45 holes a day with ease."

VICTOR ADDING MACHINE CO.
Electri-Car Division, Chicago 18, Ill.
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construction and management. It is in this field of work that there is going to be a lot more money made than any pro yet has made out of golf.

Professionals, real estate men, course architects and builders, lawyers, bankers and publicity men, who discuss community development with a golf club as the basis of the project, all come up with a lot of loose ends. A few organizations have been formed to conduct the complete operation from getting club memberships to turning over the course and clubhouse in operating shape. It is generally agreed that the selling of lots and the golf club organizing and development are best done by separate but coordinated staffs.

At this stage in the game there obviously is a need for specialists in golf planning, selling and management. Such men, having sound business judgment and experience in addition to golf savvy, are going to account for a tremendous advance in golf facilities.

They will fit golf wisely into the American community plan now developing and they will make their knowledge of golf business the foundation of some quite substantial fortunes.

Strong Outlines Shop Policy for Tam Members

The membership would be more enlightened and pro shops probably would reap greater profits if more pros would do what Lou Strong of Tam O' Shanter CC, Niles, Ill., did this spring.

Strong outlined his shop policy in the club publication which is distributed monthly to all members. Here are some of the things that the Tam pro emphasized:

The great care taken in the hiring and training of the Tam staff;

The careful analysis that is made of the golfer's physical attributes, swing, etc., in fitting him with clubs;

The shop policy of backing all merchandise and not considering any sale completed until the customer is satisfied;

A discussion of discount sales of clubs that brings out that in many cases discount club prices are overstated and that the advertised markdown is phony. And, Strong continues, when the golfer buys clubs at a discount house he can be sure that the purchase is final;

The shop's trade-in policy that may possibly reduce the cash outlay for new clubs by an amount that will come as a surprise to the golfer.

Jenkins Wins Golf Writers' Title at Myrtle Beach

Dan Jenkins, Fort Worth Press, won the sixth annual Golf Writers' Assn. championship, with 41-38, at Dunes Golf & Beach Club, Myrtle Beach, S. C.

A field of 24 golf writers played in the championship which members of the Myrtle Beach club and their pro, Jimmy D'Angelo, put on annually the Monday before the Masters.

John May of Golf Digest won low gross with 91-20-71. Bob Kelly, Wilmington, N. C., with a 70, won guest low gross, and Norm Barry, with a 70, won guest low net.

Charles Bartlett, Chicago Tribune writer and sec., Golf Writers' Assn., presented Jimmy D'Angelo, who originated the writers' tournament, with a clock as evidence of the esteem and affection of the literati.

The tournament began, as usual, with a buffet supper, at the home of Dunes Pres. Charles Krampf, and concluded with the annual banquet at which Mgr. Olin F. Davis and his chef always present the finest southern coastal vittles.

Recreation Conference

National Industrial Recreation Assn. will hold its 18th annual conference at the Bellevue-Stratford Hotel, Philadelphia, May 24-27. Maintenance and operation of golf courses discussion is scheduled for the morning of the 27th with Rex McMorris, executive vp, National Golf Fdn., serving as panel director.

BUYERS' SERVICE • P. 123
NEW Haig Ultra Irons

Specially Designed Heel
The well-rounded heel of the '59 Haig Ultra irons reduces the hazard of spoiling a good shot by premature contact with the turf.

Snuggle Down Rocker Sole
The "money" irons of the '59 Haig Ultra line—the 8, 9, and pitching iron, are equipped with the Snuggle-Down Rocker sole designed to adjust to actual lies encountered on fairways, in roughs. You always get a solid hit.

Alone in their greatness!

The new 1959 Haig Ultra irons are great!
Truly the finest...truly the easiest playing irons in golf today. The brilliantly styled Haig Ultra-Powered irons provide maximum hitting power.

An exclusive Haig Ultra development is the new fan-type blade—a slightly deeper blade—with contour sole and a three-way roll. Here's an iron, with better head feel, that makes "easy play" a reality.

See the new '59 Haig Ultra irons...examine the new features...hit with them yourself. These are irons that are "professional" in every sense of the word.

And of course, they are distributed and sold exclusively by golf professionals.
Interference

Most words have more than one meaning. The word, Interference, is no exception. In addition to several definitions there are a number of connotations which affect meaning. The choice of the word was not made blindly. Everyone is aware of the effects of interference in many of the operations on golf courses.

"To take part in the concerns of others" is one of the best known definitions of our word. Another way to say it is "butting in." Many of the troubles of the supt. stem from this phase of interference. In a way it is giving advice before it is asked. Sometimes it comes from well meaning members who have not been taught that suggestions to the supt. should come thru the green chmn. who can screen them for their value. In a few cases there has been interference from the chmn. who may not have been "chairmaning" enough or who has not had adequate instructions on the scope of the position, to permit the supt. to run his operations his own way according to an agreed program. Fortunately these cases are few and far between.

Minimizing the Evil?

One way to minimize interference is to operate more machines so that a given job can be completed in less time. We make this suggestion broad because it can be interpreted in several directions. One machine requires X hours to complete a job. Two machines should be able to do the work in one-half X time. There is a limit as to how far one can go in this direction. We hope that no one ever will attempt to make one machine do the work in half the time by operating it at twice the speed. We shudder to contemplate the results.

We have seen fertilizing programs developed that have the possibility of contributing to conflicts. This Q & A department has reviewed some that were dillies. Workmen were applying something every week during the playing season. By contrasts, some feeding programs are in operation that would offer opportunity for conflict only twice or three times a year on the greens and tees and once a year on fairways. Some of the recent scientific discoveries in the field of grass nutrition have real possibilities for minimizing interference.

It Can't Be Avoided

Frequent applications of fungicides sometimes are necessary to stop the spread or attack of a vicious fungus. Almost without exception these operations involve the use of heavy equipment which, in a way, tend to "clutter" the course. There isn't any good way to hide a 300-gal. sprayer when the course is crowded. The point that we are reaching is this: Any device or operation that can reduce disease and thereby make it unnecessary to resort to frequent control sprays will aid in reducing interference. One of the ways is water control. "Dry grass is healthy grass." Deep watering at longer intervals can aid in maintaining a dry surface which is very